Abstract-One of the major challenges in automatic classification is to deal with highly dimensional data. Several dimensionality reduction strategies, including popular feature selection metrics such as Information Gain and χ 2 , have already been proposed to deal with this situation. However, these strategies are not well suited when the data is very skewed, a common situation in real-world data sets. This occurs when the number of samples in one class is much larger than the others, causing common feature selection metrics to be biased towards the features observed in the largest class. In this paper, we propose the use of Genetic Programming (GP) to implement an aggressive, yet very effective, selection of attributes. Our GP-based strategy is able to largely reduce dimensionality, while dealing effectively with skewed data. To this end, we exploit some of the most common feature selection metrics and, with GP, combine their results into new sets of features, obtaining a better unbiased estimate for the discriminative power of each feature. Our proposal was evaluated against each individual feature selection metric used in our GP-based solution (namely, Information Gain, χ 2 , OddsRatio, Correlation Coefficient) using a k8 cancer-rescue mutants data set, a very unbalanced collection referring to examples of p53 protein. For this data set, our solution not only increases the efficiency of the learning algorithms, with an aggressive reduction of the input space, but also significantly increases its accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic classification is a supervised learning strategy that, given a set of previously labeled examples, learns a model for classifying new unseen examples (test set). More formally, given a training set D train = {(x 1 , y 1 ), · · · , (x n , y n )}, in which x i represents an example and y i its class, the objective is to learn a classification model that predicts the label of D test = {(x 1 , ?), · · · , (x k , ?)}. There exists a wide range of proposed algorithms for automatic classification, although several challenges continue to receive a significant attention from the research community, such as dealing with high dimensionality and skewed data.
Particularly, learning with data with high dimensionality (also known as the p N problem-where p denotes the input space dimension and N denotes the number of training examples) is undoubtedly one of the major challenges in machine learning research. As the dimensionality p of the input space increases, the number of labeled instances required to produce an accurate enough model also increases, but in an exponential fashion [1] . This requirement becomes a critical factor which potentially limits the applicability of learning techniques in real world problems. In essence, when learning with data with high dimensionality the identification of patterns and/or dense regions in the input space may become a very complex task, motivating the use of dimensionality reduction techniques prior to the use of machine learning algorithms. Several dimensionality reduction strategies have already been proposed, such as the commonly used feature selection methods. In fact, these methods are essential to guarantee efficient and accurate learning tasks. A number of feature selection metrics to assess the feature's discriminative power (and ultimately guide the selection process) have been explored, such as Information Gain [2] , [3] , χ 2 [4] , OddsRatio [5] , Correlation Coefficient [2] , [6] , Bi-Normal Separation [4] , among others. These metrics estimate a score for each feature (i.e., dimensions of the input space) in order to measure its importance in pattern discrimination [4] . Hence, an effective selection of features contributes not only to the learning efficiency, due to the lower memory and processing demands, but also to the learning accuracy, since less informative or noise features are filtered out, decreasing the required number of examples to ensure an accurate model.
In addition to the high dimensionality problem, real world data sets are often skewed. This problem has been receiving an increasing attention by the data mining community [7] due to its wide spread in real world problems. The skewed data problem refers to the case where the number of examples belonging to one class largely outnumbers the other classes, causing some learning algorithms to be biased towards the larger class. In several problems, however, it is more important to discriminate examples from the minority classes, highlighting the challenge of dealing with such skewed situations. Besides hampering learning effectiveness, skewed data also makes feature selection harder. It has already been shown [8] that metrics commonly used for this purpose are biased and may not work properly with skewed data. This makes learning tasks even more challenging. As we shall discuss in Section II, to the best of our knowledge there is no agreement towards a proper use of feature selection solutions in this scenario, motivating us to combine widely used metrics in order to come up with a better selection in face of skewed data. As validated in [4] , "feature selection should then be relatively more important in difficult, high-skew situations".
In this paper we propose a general solution for a more effective feature selection strategy, which in addition to providing a highly effective selection of important features, is also robust when dealing with skewed data. For this, we propose the use of Genetic Programming (GP) to learn a "compound" feature selection metric, able to take advantage of several basic metrics, in order to provide a better selection of features in face of skewed data. Our solution proposes to seek throughout the space of possible combinations of a fixed set of basic metrics (e.g., Information Gain, χ 2 , Odds Ratio) to determine an unbiased estimator of the discriminative power of the feature. This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses some related work and briefly describes the explored feature selection metrics that form the basis of our solution. In Section III we describe our proposed GP-based strategy to determine an unbiased feature selection metric better suited to handle skewed data sets. Our experimental evaluation is then reported in Section IV. Finally, we conclude and discuss some future work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we briefly review work aimed at analyzing feature selection metrics, mainly in face of skewed data. A feature selection metric is used to assign a score to each feature in order to assess its importance in the learning task. These scores are usually a function of the probabilities summarized in Table I . In the following, we refer to the features with higher probability of being observed in examples of positive classes as positive features, and those features with higher probability of not being observed in examples of positive classes as negative features. 
An extensive study regarding twelve feature selection metrics can be found in [4] . In that work, the effectiveness of each metric was contrasted considering a benchmark of 229 text classification problem instances. Furthermore, the effects of data skewness were also studied and it was shown that standard metrics, such as Information Gain, were adversely impacted by it. The authors also proposed an alternative metric, called BiNormal Separation which performed consistently better than traditional metrics, even in face of skewed data.
In [8] , the authors analyzed certain biases associated with the metrics Information Gain, χ 2 , Odds-Ratio and Correlation Coefficient. According to the authors, feature selection metrics can be grouped into one-sided and two-sided metrics. The first set corresponds to metrics which select the features most indicative of positive class membership (i.e., positive features), while the second corresponds to the metrics which select features either indicative of negative class membership or positive class non-membership (i.e., negative features). It has become well accepted that negative features are indeed important to learn accurate models, since they can contribute, for example, to a higher recall [4] , thus limiting the applicability of one-sided metrics, which may filter them out entirely. Regarding the two-sided metrics, when dealing with balanced data sets, both positive and negative features are selected with a proportion similar to the observed distribution of positive and negative features. However, when dealing with skewed data that does not hold: common two-sided metrics become biased towards the positive features. Indeed, in [8] it was shown that the two-sided metrics Information Gain and χ 2 were biased towards the positive features, which may not be the most effective selection. In fact, the selected features belong, with higher probability, to the larger classes (since they typically have more features than the smaller ones), which makes the statistical values of the metrics to be biased towards the larger classes. In order to address this issue, the authors proposed a wrapper model to explicitly combine positive and negative features selected by a base metric, finding an optimal ratio between them. It was shown experimentally that such wrapper model is able to produce a more effective feature selection. However, no pattern regarding the optimal ratio was found neither recommended, since it depends not only of data set but also of the learning algorithm and the feature selection metric used as a base metric. Clearly, finding such optimal proportion between positive and negative features is not an easy task.
In [9] the authors proposed a feature selection metric which aims at achieving strong performance on skewed data, by evaluating features by the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC). More specifically, the proposed technique learns a linear classifier considering each single feature, evaluates the classifier at distinct boundary regions (that is, varying the classification threshold) and computes the AUC. Each feature is then ranked according to this metric. The authors came up with an unbiased estimator to assess the discriminative power of features which is better suited to handle skewed data. Following the direction of providing unbiased estimators for feature scoring, in [10] the authors proposed some modifications over the previously defined Gini-Index Text (GIT) [11] metric for scoring features in text classification. The authors studied a series of drawbacks of this metric when exposed to skewed data and outlined some modifications in order to come up with an unbiased estimator, which they called Complete GIT feature selection. This proposal, according to the reported experimental results, leads to a more effective selection of features, being robust to skewed data.
Motivated by the challenge of determining an unbiased estimator for feature scoring, which works well even in highly skewed settings, we aim at defining a "compound" feature selection metric, which takes into account the characteristics of a variety of widely used basic feature selection metrics. Our proposal is to employ Genetic Programming in order to find a way to combine such basic metrics efficiently. In the next section, we detail the strategy.
III. PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this section we outline our proposal to model the problem of feature selection using Genetic Programming (GP). First, we motivate the use of such evolutionary approach to the problem of feature selection. Then, we describe in general terms the operation of a GP algorithm. Finally, we detail our modeling strategy to tackle the target problem of feature selection.
As highlighted in previous sections, there are many feature selection metrics proposed in literature, such as Information Gain, χ 2 , Odds-Ratio, Correlation Coefficient and Bi-Normal Separation. Each of these metrics may select different sets of features, since they exploit different criteria in their selection process. We emphasize that these different sets selected by these metrics may contain good discriminative features as well as not so relevant ones. Furthermore, good features selected by one method will not necessarily be selected by a second method. Thus, our hope is that, by combining the basic metrics, we might find an unbiased estimator which achieves a better (near-optimal) proportion of selected positive and negative features, retaining the most informative ones. Clearly, the search space over all possible combinations of basic feature selection metrics is very large, and a brute force search is not a wise choice. So, our proposal is to employ GP to guide the search more efficiently.
GP is an evolutionary algorithm extensively (and successfully) used to solve complex optimization and learning problems, where the search space for an optimal solution is prohibitively large. It works by mimicking the evolution process of a population of individuals, following the Darwin's principle of survival of the fittest. In this framework, each individual is usually represented by a tree, consisting of terminals (leaf nodes) and non-terminals (functions, e.g., arithmetic or logic operators). In Fig. 1 we illustrate an arithmetic operation represented by a tree.
The evolution of the population is driven by the generation and the combination of its individuals, according to their fitness. The following main steps summarizes the evolution process of a population in a GP framework: 1) Random generation of individuals (initial population), using the functions and terminals available. A widely used strategy is the so called ramped half-and-half generation [12] . 2) Iterative generation of a new population through the following sub-steps, until a stopping criterion is met: a) Assessment of each individuals fitness, according to the problem at hand (i.e., the quality of the solution represented by them). b) Probabilistic selection (based on fitness) of one or two individuals from the population to participate in the genetic operations detailed in (c). A commonly used strategy is the tournament selection, which will be employed here. c) Creation of a new individual using any of the following genetic operators: i) Reproduction: The selected individuals are copied to the new population. ii) Mutation: A new individual is created and added to the new population after a random change in some node of the tree. iii) Crossover: A new individual is created and added to the new population after recombining parts of two randomly selected individuals (trees). 3) In each population, the best individual created is saved as the result of the iteration. Once satisfied the stopping criterion, the best program produced is designated as the (perhaps approximate) solution to the problem.
Recall that the problem we aim to solve is to determine subsets of features which better capture the characteristics of the classes, ultimately yielding a more compact representation of the input examples (i.e., a reduced dimensionality) without decreasing (potentially, even increasing) the effectiveness of learning algorithms when discriminating between classes. To adapt the GP framework to this problem, we model each individual as a possible combination between a set of basic feature selection metrics, and let the GP search for individuals which yield the most effective combination of metrics.
More specifically, consider the individual tree representation adopted by the GP framework. Each terminal node consists of a (basic) feature selection metric, which returns a set of features considered highly discriminative by that metric (i.e., a function f : D → S, where the input D is the training set and the output S is the set of most discriminative features, according to f ). Two feature selection metrics f i and f j (sibling nodes in the tree) are combined according to a set operation specified by their parent node (non-terminal node). The set operations may be union (∪), intersection (∩), set difference (\), and so on. Fig. 2 illustrates an hypothetical individual considering our modeling strategy. As one can observe, four subsets of features, selected by four feature selection metrics (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 and f 4 ) are combined, generating a final subset of features, which we hope will better contribute not only to the learning efficiency, but also to its effectiveness.
During the evolution process of GP, the quality of every individual is evaluated according to a pre-defined (problem Hypothetical individual under our modeling strategy:
dependent) fitness function. Recall that our main goal is to come up with a subset of features that, besides aggressively reducing the input dimensionality, yields a better learning effectiveness. Hence, we define the fitness function according to the classification quality, evaluated after filtering the input examples according to the subset of features selected by the individual (e.g., obtained after applying all operators of the individual). The GP framework, thus, tries to maximize the fitness function, generating individuals such that the associated subset of features lead to an improved classification. In the following, we present the experimental setup (that is, the explored data set, the set of basic feature selection metrics and the adopted classifier) as well as report the evaluation of our approach.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we outline the experimental setup adopted to evaluate our approach. We start by discussing some of the configuration details of the experiments, such as the libraries used, the basic feature selection metrics explored, and the metrics used to assess the classification quality achieved when applying those feature selection metrics (as well as the metric generated by the GP framework, as previously detailed). Next, we report and analyze the experimental results obtained.
A. Experimental setup 1) Data set: We adopt in our experiment the k8 cancerrescue mutants data set [13] , a highly skewed data set with examples of p53 proteins, characterized by 5, 408 features composed by: 2D electrostatic and surface based features (4, 826 attributes) and 3D distance based features (582 attributes). This collection is composed by 16, 715 samples, classified as active (143 samples) and inactive (16, 572 samples), where "active" and "inactive" denotes the functional state of the p53 mutants. Note that, when analyzing this data set, the ultimate goal (in a classification setting) is to discriminate the minority (i.e., "active") samples.
2) Feature Selection Metrics: The following feature selection metrics were used: Information Gain [2] , [3] , χ 2 [4] , Odds-Ratio [5] , Correlation Coefficient [2] , [6] and Bi-Normal Separation [4] .
The following notational convention will be used hereafter: we denote t and t as the presence or absence of an attribute, respectively; the positive ("active") and negative ("inactive") classes are denoted by c and c. The probability of a feature t to occur in a class c is represented by P (t|c). The marginal probabilities P (c) and P (t) indicate the probability of observing a class and a feature, respectively. All these probabilities are estimated from the training set, through Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE). Finally, N denotes the number of input examples. A brief description of each adopted feature selection metric is given below.
• Information Gain (IG): quantifies how much information we obtain about a class when we know that a certain attribute exists or not in a sample. It is a two-sided metric defined as follows:
• Chi-square χ 2 : used in statistical analysis to test whether two events are independent. In the context of feature selection, it is used to measure the association between attributes and classes. It is two-sided metric defined as:
• Correlation Coefficient (CC): used to estimate the correlation between classes and the interrelation among features. It is a variation of the Chi-square metric, where CC = χ 2 . This metric can be seen as a one-sided Chi-square metric, defined as:
• Odds Ration (OR) measures the ratio of the odds of a feature to occur in the positive class to that of the negative class. It is a one-sided metric defined as:
In our GP modeling of the problem, we consider the terminal nodes as feature sets selected by IG, χ 2 , CC and OR metrics. These metrics were chosen because they are widely used in the literature and show distinct characteristics. The fact that they are both one-sided metrics (CC and OR) and twosided (IG and χ 2 ) was also determinant for this choice: this makes the search for the best set of features to be performed by the GP consider both the positive and negative features.
3) Classification Algorithm and Evaluation Metrics: As we are dealing with continuous attributes, the automatic classification algorithm used in our experiments was the Gaussian Naïve Bayes [1] . This classifier was selected due to its high efficiency, since, during the GP iterations, several classification tasks are executed and evaluated. We note here that the proposed method is general enough to be instantiated with any other classifier, such as the SVM. In order to assess the effectiveness of our approach, we use standard measures [14] . 4) Fitness Function: As mentioned in Section III, the fitness function is problem-dependent and must reflect the ultimate goal of the optimization/learning problem. Here, our main goal is to provide a high quality classification. For this purpose, our fitness function must be a metric to assess the classification quality, enabling the GP framework to search for individuals that maximize it. As our goal in this paper is to deal with highly skewed data, we used the MacroF 1 metric to compose the fitness function. In fact, the MacroF 1 metric better captures the classification effectiveness for each classes individually (unlike the MicroF 1 metric, which assess a global classification effectiveness). This becomes important when dealing with skewed data, since the effectiveness in discriminating the minority classes is also taken into account.
5) Genetic Programming Library: We used the gpc++ v0.5.2 library [15] , an efficient GP library, to implement our approach. As a generic library, only the implementation of structures closely related to the problem were needed, such as terminal nodes (in our case, the feature selection metrics), function nodes (in our case, the set operators to be applied to the set of features selected by the two children nodes) and the fitness function (in our case, a single metric to assess classification effectiveness, namely, the MacroF 1 metric).
In order to find the parameters used in our experiments, we conducted a pilot study, inspired by results reported by the author of the library [15] . We note that this study does not fit all cases (since it is problem and data dependent) but, as argued by the author, it is a good start towards an ideal setting.
First, we sampled 10% of the data set in a random fashion, keeping the original distribution of the classes. We applied each feature selection metrics considering this sampled data in order to find the discriminative power of each feature. Using the top 5% of the most discriminative features, for each metric in isolation, we applied the GP procedure, varying the parameters in order to find the values that maximize the fitness of the individuals (that is, those that provide highest quality classification). We vary each GP parameter according to the following strategy: The population size was set from 50 up to 100, with steps of 10. The number of generations ranged from 20 to 50, with steps of 10. The crossover probability was varied from 90% to 100%, with steps of 1%, while both the swap mutation and shrink mutation probabilities were varied from 20% to 100%, with steps of 10%. Finally, the tournament size used for individual selection was chosen between 5 and 10, with steps of 1. Such parameter tuning was based on a simple experimental design where, while one of them is varied, the remaining are kept fixed. The configuration that yielded the best results is found reported in Table II , and these were the values used in our experiments. Despite the good results obtained, presented in the following section, we believe that a fine tuning of these parameters for our problem can lead to even better results. We leave this study as future work.
B. Results and Discussion
In this section we describe the conducted experiments to assess the effectiveness of our proposed method for feature selection based on GP. Then, we discuss the obtained results. The results are based on the quality of the classification of p53 samples, obtained after filtering the features for each explored metric. We contrast them with those selected by our approach. Figure 3 illustrate the adopted process, which will be detailed next. First, we partition the data set into two equal parts, which we call the Test and Train partitions. The first partition corresponds to the set of examples used in the evaluation of the techniques, whereas the second partition corresponds to the set of examples used by the tuning process of the feature selection metrics, as well as by our approach. This partitioning step was carried out in a random fashion, keeping the original distribution of the classes in each half.
In a second step, for each individual metric we find the subset of attributes with the highest discriminative power, through cross-validation over the Train set. Each of these selection metrics, when applied to a data set, score each attribute according to their discriminative power. The goal is to find the top L% features with most discriminative power (that is, highest scores) which lead to best classification effectiveness. More specifically, considering the Train set, we apply a process of hold-out 70/30 (i.e., 70% of the Train set is used for actual training and the remaining 30% is retained for the Validation set) with 10 repetitions, varying L from 5% to 100%, with steps of 5%. The best results were obtained when L was set to 10%, 15%, 10% and 10% for the metrics OR, IG, χ 2 and CC, respectively. Having determined the L values for each metric, the third step is to find the best individuals considering the GP approach. To do so we generate the feature sets corresponding to each metric using the determined L values, which will then be used in the evolution process of the GP. Again, we split the Train set into two subsets: actual Train and Validation, according to a hold-out 70/30, with 70% and 30% of the samples, respectively. As before, we performed 10 repetitions. For each repetition, the GP evolutionary process was applied and the best individual was saved. Then, the best individuals found in all repetitions were evaluated considering the Validation set, in order to select the best one (i.e., the one with better generalization capability). This step was repeated five times, resulting in 5 best individuals. In Figure 4 we show the evolution of the average population fitness during the GP evolutionary process. Due to space constraints, we only report this analysis for 2 out of 5 individuals, and point out that similar behavior was observed for all individuals. As we can observe, as the evolution process goes on, the population quality (in terms of average fitness of the population) increases, indicating that the GP is, indeed, able to follow a good path in the search space towards a maximum (which may be local or global). As we shall see next, even if stuck in a local maximum, the achieved results in terms of classification effectiveness is better than when using the traditional metrics. The five best individuals found are reported in Table III.   TABLE III  THE FIVE BEST INDIVIDUALS FOUND. Individual Expression 1
The last step is to finally assess, considering the independent Test set, the classification effectiveness after filtering the top L% most discriminative features found for each feature selection metric, as well as the five individuals found in the third step. To do such evaluation, we randomly selected 70% of the Test set, to perform the evaluation and 70% of the Train set to perform the training stage. This process was repeated 10 times. The MacroF 1 and MicroF 1 scores, with their corresponding standard deviation values, are reported in Tables IV and V, respectively. As we can see on Table V , our GP-based feature selection strategy provided substantial improvements over the traditional feature selection metrics, as shown in Table IV . Each feature selection metric has advantages, but are also biased towards features belonging to the majority class, leading to potentially sub-optimal subset of features. Our GP approach, on the other hand, is capable of selecting a better set of discriminative features (with a better ratio between positive and negative features, according to the observed data), avoiding the potential bias when facing skewed data. Hence, it can be said that we successfully selected a more effective set of features. Another interesting point is the aggressive reduction on the number of features in each set, without compromising the classification effectiveness. Comparing the best individual feature selection with our GP-based approach, we reduced the features from 504 (L = 10%) to only 9 features. Even when selecting less features, we improved the MacroF 1 metric from 49.66% to 66.65% and the MicroF 1 from 83.92% to 98.59%, which is as very tangible improvement (gains of 34% in MacroF 1 and 17% in MicroF 1 ). We can observe that our strategy can do a better job in selecting the most important features, making the classification more effective. Finally, we also compared the explored traditional feature selection metrics to our approach, considering the same number of most discriminative features, as reported in Table VI . Considering the 9 top ranked features by the OR metric, the learned model was able to achieve MacroF 1 and Micro F 1 of 50.87 ± 1.64 and 99.13 ± 0.06, respectively. Contrasting these values with the ones reported in Table IV we can observe an improvement in MicroF 1 , but a statistically tied MacroF 1 value. This means that, after applying the OR filter, the learned model became more biased towards the larger class. On the other hand, with the same number of features, the GP-based approach was able to achieve a significantly higher MacroF 1 value, indicating that the learned classification model, after filtering the features, was more effective to classify test examples belonging to the minority class. In that table, we can also observe that the GP approach outperformed all traditional feature selection metrics in terms of MacroF 1 , indicating a more effective discrimination of the minority class examples. In fact, the GP was able to produce a much more effective set of features. This corroborates our argument that our GP based solution does a better job when selecting the best features.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Automatically classifying data with high dimensionality is a challenge. This challenge is even more difficult when dealing with skewed datasets since methods commonly used for reducing dimensionality by feature selection are usually biased towards the larger class, when the goal is usually to maximize classification effectiveness in the smaller classes.
In this paper we propose a general solution for a more effective feature selection strategy, which in addition to providing a highly effective selection of important features, is also robust to skewed data. For this, we propose the use of Genetic Programming (GP) to learn a "compound" feature selection metric, able to take advantage of several basic metrics. More specifically, each terminal node consists of a "basic" feature selection metric, which returns a set of features considered highly discriminative. Two feature selection metrics are combined according to a set operation specified by their parent node. Moreover, we define the fitness function according to the classification quality, evaluated after filtering the input examples according to the subset of features selected by the individual. Our experimental results show that, when applied to the k8 cancer-rescue mutants dataset, a very unbalanced collection referring to examples of p53 protein classified as cancer suppressor or not, our solution not only increases the efficiency of the learning algorithms (with a reduction of around 98.2% in the size of the data space, from 504 features to only 9), but also significantly increases its accuracy (with gains of 34% in MacroF 1 and 17% in MicroF 1 when compared to the best baseline) when classifying p53 samples.
As a future work we intend to apply our solution to other data sets where the problem of high dimensionality and skewed distributions are even more significant (e.g., image and textual datasets), perform a more complete study of the GP-parameters, and compare our approach to an unbiased metric such as Bi-Normal Separation extended for continuous features.
